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SERVING THE LONGWOOD COMMUNITY SINCE 1920

President Patricia
Cormier Worshipped
by Adoring
Longwood Students
by DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

Dr. Patricia Cormier, new
President of Longwood
College, is being virtually
worshipped by the student
body. Students from around
the campus are rallying
together in order to make the
campus more "Patita" friendly. Students have begun to
call Dr. Cormier "Patita" after
Evita, the nickname for Eva
Peron, the beloved first lady
of Argentina and recent subject of a major motion picture
and Broadway play.
Andrew Lloyd Webber, composer for the movie and
Broadway play, Evita, has
shown an interest in making a
similar production about Dr.
Cormier due to her devotion
to the students of Longwood
College.
Students have asked the
school to make some major
changes to the campus in

order to show their appreciation to Dr. Cormier. Proposed
changes include renaming
ARC the Patita Residence
Community, building a statue
of Dr. Cormier on top of the
fountain, and repainting the
dome in Ruffner with a huge
portrait of Dr. Cormier.
Students also want to have
daily meetings outside of Dr.
Cormier's office so they can
tell her how much her existance is changing their lives.
"I just love Patita! She is my
new idol on campus. I will
name my first born after her
regardless of gender," said
Michael Huey.
All interested students can
meet to show their graditude
for Dr. Cormier at the Patita
Festival this Friday in front of
the fountain. Students will
sing revised songs from the
soundtrack of Evita to honor
Dr. Cormier such as "Don't
Cry For Me Longwood
College." Students are asked
to bring candles to light for the
night vigil.
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Lancer Productions Trashes Popular
Bands Smashing Pumpkins Beg
To Play At Longwood
By DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor
Lancer
Productions,
Longwood's entertainment
gurus, have recently crushed
the egos of several popular
bands including Smashing
Pumpkins, Aerosmith,
R.E.M., R. Kelly, Garth
Brooks, Elvis, and the
remaining members of the
Beatles.
Billy Corgan, lead singer
for the Smashing Pumpkins,
was seen leaving the Lancer
Productions Office crying
hysterically and screaming,

By MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor

7ou can tell that Spring is
in the air with the
arrival of budding trees,
functioning fountains, and the
harrassing calls from the
Upsilon Sigma sorority, who
perch onthe bench above the
President's Wall outside of die
Cunninghams during the peak
dinner hour.
For the remaining weeks of the
semester, students must cope
with the humiliating and
degrading shouts from Upsilon
Sigma, who sit God-like over
the sidewalk.
Once these
sorority girls have been spot-

"Why?! Why?!"
Allison Hand, Student
Union Goddess and advisor for
Lancer Productions, said that
the bands are just not up to
Lancer Production standards.
Hand also said that the bands
are overplayed and not exciting
anymore.
Ringo Starr, drummer for
the Beatles, alledgedly dropped
to his knees and kissed Hand's
feet, begging to play a Beatles
reunion concert in Lankford
Ballroom.
Elvis Presley also recently
came out of a 20 year hiding in
order to play at Longwood during Spring Weekend. Presley

had thought the college would
be thrilled but instead he was
ridiculed by Cali Adams, a
member
of Lancer
Productions.
Adams told Presley,
"You're too damn old. All you
Elvis people are good for now
are for Vegas lounge acts and
tacky velvet wall posters.
Take your sequins and find out
why Lisa Marie went crazy
and married Jack-o for a year."
Lancer Productions are still in
the process of finding bands
that they deem suitable to play
in the luxurious Lancer Gym
and the always outstanding
Lankford Ballroom.

ted, dread-filled "Oh nos" and
"Let's go the other way
because they're going to say
something about the way I
look" can be heard as students
flock to the other side of Pine
Street.
Crossing the street, however,
does not guarantee one safety
from the Upsilon Sigma cries.
Numerous construction workers, who are currently working
on Hiner, have been forced to
leave their jobs because of the
emotional damage suffered
from Upsilon Sigma's shouts.
"They continue to make comments about my. ... my derriere," muttered
Jones,
who has been working at the
Hiner site for three weeks. "I

don't know how much more I
can take. How can they do
such things? I feel so violated."
We all feel the need to release
stress through juvenile antics.
I do it, my friends do it, and if
Upsilon Sigma feels the need
to do it among themselves,
then that is fine. However,
their actions became tasteless
when they force students to
change their routes to the dining hall.
"They're the epitome of the
stereotypical, obnoxious, callous sorority. It's sickening to
see that, especially when they
represent Longwood," said
Michael Young, editor of The
Rotunda.
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EDITORIALS
Letters to the Editor: Longwood Students Write In
Dear Rotunda Staff,

Thank you for the beautiful flowers, cards, and visits during my recovery from
the unfortunate flowbie accident. I really appreciate your support and especially the
lovely nicotine-patch pillow. It will go great with my nicotine-patch quilt.
See you soon,
Jeff Dingeldein
Dear Marlboro Man,
Hope you feel belter soon. Slay away from theflowbee and anything else that can
be hooked up In a vacuum cleaner.
Dear Rotunda,
Blah, blah, blah, Rotunda. Blah, blah, blah, shaft!
Crackhead Bob
■Dear Crackhead Bob,
Please check into Charter immediately.

Dear Lovestruck,
And I thought there was no one stupider than Crackhead Bob.
Dear Rotunda,
Deitra Nance is God! We love Deitra, she rules everything that is good. We are
ready to die for Deitra. Pilot us to the stars, Deitra.
Heaven's Gate
Dear Gate,
Gassed up and ready to go!
Dear Rotunda,
I think I saw Jerry Garcia, Elvis and Tupac in Par-Bills eating Death-dogs? Was I
hallucinating?
Flashback Floyd
Dear Floyd,
Deathdogs make everyone hallucinate!!

Dear Rotunda.

I understand your affections toward Dr. Cormier, but come on, Patita?! Isn't that

taking it a bit far?
Thinks You Overdid It!
Dear Thinks.
Patita will strike you down with her awesome power. All hail Patita!
Dear Rotunda,
My boyfriend likes to hang my stuffed animals from the ceilings in my suite with
knives impaled in them. My suitemates think that I should get rid of him, but I love him
so much. Should I ask my suitemates to move out?
Lovcslruck

Speaking Out: Has
Upsilon Sigma
Gone Too Far???
by Melanie Barker
Keeper of the Spam

The Rotunda, a lake version of a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published once during
the school year and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmvillc, Virginia.
All stories, advertisements, and photographs are completely fictional and should not be taken seriously in any way. shape or form!
Ilii- officei ol The Rofinula arc located in the I.ankford Student Union, Room 142.The office phone
numbei it (804) J95-2I20 Office hours are posted.
1 etters to the Editot are exaggerated, fake and welcomed and should be mailed to Box 2901 and
should be addressed .is such
The Rofunda does not discriminate based O0 religion, sex, ethnic background or handicap. All
inquiries should be directed to Michael P.H, Young. Editor-in-Chief.

The Rofunda Newspaper Staff

Are you sick of walking past the Upsilon Sigma bench, only to
be harassed by the group of sorority girls that sit there during dinner time? Here's what some Longwood students had to say.
"It's, like, really annoying and like, I hate walking to the, like, dining hall when they're, like, out there."
Kendall Smith, senior
"Like, yeah!"
Kendall's friend, senior
'Dude, uh dude, like I really think they're hot when they do that.
Like. I'd definitely go out with them. "
Stevie Saint-Croix

Michael P.11. Young
1 teitra N. Nance
Melanie Barker
farretl I laaa
Michael I luey
Jeff Dingeldein

Crackhead Bob
Driver of the Starship Behind the Hale-Bopp Comet
Firestarter, Twisted Firestarter
Resident Nudist
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dancin' machine
(watch him get down, watch him get down!)/Keebler Elf
The Marlboro Man

ALL HAIL PATITA!
|
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"I wish they 'd stop. I've been harrassed 17 times already."
Samuel Melvin, Graduate student
"Actually I kind of like it."
Tina Jones, sophomore
"Blah blah uhralblah shafted rah blech."
Crackhead Bob, campus wanderer
"I don 'i know, and I don 1 really care. "
Jarrett Haas, apathetic senior

APRIL FOOLS!!!
W^t y&aixmbn
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Inaugural Lecture March 21,1997 Community presentation
Connects Economic Development March 25,1997 to be
CONTRIBUTED TO THE ROTUNDA
from the Public Relations Office

rhe connections in economic development
between Longwood
College and the community
will be explored in a lecture
by Gerald Hughes as part of
the Inaugural Lecture Series
celebrating the inauguration
of Dr. Patricia Picard Cormier
as Longwood's 24th president.
Hughes, director of continuing education and economic development, will
speak Tuesday, April 1, on
"Connections
with
the
Present: Yes, Virginia, there is
a Farmville" at 7:30 PM in the
Education Building lecture

hall. The lecture is free and
open to the public.
Hughes will talk about how
the Longwood Small Business
Development Center (LSBDC),
with the assistance of students
in a marketing research class,
provided valuable marketing
research for the Lee's Retreat
tourism group, which will assist
in the assessment of visitor satisfaction, opportunities for
improvement, and economic
impact information.
The LSBDC has been
Longwood's major community
outreach program since 1988.
Through
its
offices
in
Farmville, South Boston, and
Martinsville, it provides direct
assistance to businesses in the
15-county area of Southside
Virginia. It has assisted more
than 1,500 businesses, which

have created $140 million in
new capital and created or
saved 6,000 jobs.
Hughes has served since
July 1988 as special assistant
to the president for economic
development and executive
director of the LSBDC. He
was selected by the U.S. Small
Business Administration as the
Financial Services Advocate
of the Year in 1994 for
Virginia and Region III, based
on the Center's successes.
He started and operated
four small businesses in
Mercer County, West Virginia
and Tazewell County, Virginia
from 1974 through 1984.
From 1985 until 1988 he managed two small business
development centers in West
Virginia.

April 5th is Community "Connections" Day
CONTRIBUTED TO THE ROTUNDA
from the Public Relations Office

X' |T T ant to help the com1/1/ munity and celer r
brate the inauguration of Longwood College's
new president?
Take part in Community
"Connections" Day, part of
the inaugural activities.
This day, Saturday, April

5, will be devoted to Longwood
students, faculty, and staff performing community service
projects. Approximately 15
student organizations will do
work around town at more than
a dozen sites.
Volunteers will do yard
work and plant flowers at
Eldercare of Farmville, shelve
books at the Farmville-Prince
Edward County Community
Library, paint classrooms at
Farmville Baptist Church, dis-

tribute information on WIC
immunizations
at
the
Piedmont Health District
office, and clean up at Sailor's
Creek Battlefield.
They will gather at 10 AM
on Lank ford Mall, where they
will be given refreshments and
a pep talk by Dr. Patricia
Picard Cormier, who will be
officially
installed
as

See CONNECTIONS, page 3

hosted by Longwood
CONTRIBUTED TO THE ROTUNDA
from thi Public Relations Office

program titled "Building
Communities of Hope"
will be presented April
7 at IxmgJ/oojl College by
rjqpe ,iti th> 0!|ijes, a
Richmond-based coalition that
was feaurj&l recently" in UJJA
fbdav.
The program, which is free
and open tq" the public, will be
presented at 7:30 Pry! in Wygal
Auditorium by RQJ> Corcoran
and the Rev. Dr. Paige
Ghargois. It is part of the
activities surrounding the
Inauguration of Dr. Patricia
Picard Cormier as Longwood's
24th president.
Hope in the Cities is a nonprofit, Richmond-based coalition of persons and organizations "trying to bring about a
process of healing," said a
spokeswoman. The coalition
is particularly well-known for
its work in interracial dialogue, and in 1993 it organized
and co-hosted, with the city of
Richmond, a national conference, "Healing the Heart of
America: an Honest Conversation
on Race, Reconciliation and
Responsibility," which attracted
persons from throughout the
asm
mkwkwm

United States and more than 20
countries.
"The Rev. Dr. Chargois
and Mr. Corcoran will speak
on their work in building interracial and ethnic partnerships
based on trust" said Lonnie
Calhouo, Longwood's director
of. Mpcultural Affairs.
'Tl^ir ^ has"* comparable
parallel to our concern for
building a multicultural, pluralistic-thinking and diverse
campus community."
the coalition was featured
prominently in an article in the
February 27 issue of USA
TjKJayj which noted that Hope
in the Cities has "discovered
that appreciating shared history can be a catalyst to communities long divided." The 1993
conference, according to the
story, "triggered rather remarkable discussions, promoting a
new level of honest conversation and, eventually, problemsolving."
Corcoran is national coordinator of Hope in the Cities,
and he is director of the
Richmond Center for Moral
Re-Armament. The Rev. Dr.
Chargois is associate pastor of
the 31st Street Baptist Church
in Richmond and moderator of
the
Richmond
Baptist
Association.
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EDITORIALS
Letters to the Editor: Access System a Waste of Money
Dearest Editor,

The new scanner system for
dorm entry is an entire waste of student money!
No student asked for the scanner system to be in effect. In fact, I
do not know any that greeted its presence with open arms. The scanner
means having to dig in book bags and
purses, creating dangerous situations.
Most cards do not even work in the
doors. Some students have lost their
ID cards and cannot afford the $10
to receive a new one.
This system also prevents
guests from easily entering the buildings. The cards are awkward and not
as convenient as keys. My personal
biggest concern is the money spent
installing these hectic systems.
For the ridiculous amount that
it cost for the ID system to be insudlcd, other faulty problems with the

dorm could have been improved.
Perhaps this money could have been
contributed to buying a ladder that
would save Curry residents in case
of a fire.
Somebody, possibly not even
a student, destroyed the security system in French. The administration's
result was to charge the residents of
French $700 for a new system. This
action was ridiculous because the
fault could not be directly placed on
French residents. Why didn't the staff
just reinstall the key lock for $30 instead of charging the residents nearly
30 limes more? Come on guys, use
your head.
Until parents started complaining, this new system was taking
weeks to install. Residents had to
walk around the Colonnades or
through the Chi tunnels, which aren't
exactly known for their safety. Then,
once this outrageous system was in-

stalled, residents found it to be faulty.
A green light would flash, but the
door would remain locked. Time to
walk the half a mile around Grainger
again.... at the bargain price of $700.
Since these new devices have
been installed doors are propped
daily. Residents have to call friends
to open doors, and some risk their
lives walking in sketchy places late
at night. This is not a joke. This does
not improve the school's image. We
are not technologically advanced because we spend lots of money on
junk. Call it old fashion, but keys are
the most convenient and-*efiable
source of entry.
I sugges you take out the useless metal pieces, reinstall key locks,
and refund our ill-used money.
Sincerely,
Tiffany Bye, Sophomore

The Rotunda, a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published weekly during the school
year (except on holidays and exam periods and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,
Virginia.
All stories, advertisements, and photographs must be submitted by noon Friday in order to run in
Monday's paper. The Rotunda will not accept any late stories.
If you wish to have a story covered, please contact the office and allow a week for most assignment
to be given to a staff writer. In case of extenuating circumstances, accomodations may be made. The
offices of The Rotunda are located in the Lankford Student Union, Room 142. The office phone number
is (804) 395-2120. Office hours are posted.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and should be mailed to Box 2901 and should be addressed as
such. They must be typed and received by noon Friday in order to be published in the Monday edition. All
letters are subject to editing, and signatures are required. Any person wishing to have his/her name withheld from the letter may request, in writing, to withhold the name at press. Letters may be printed at any
time and some will be responded to by the Editor.
The Rotunda does not discriminate based on religion, sex, ethnic background or handicap. All
inquiries should be directed to Michael PH. Young, Editor-in-Chief.

The Rotunda Newspaper Executive Staff
Michael P.H. Young
Deitra N. Nance
Melanie Barker.
Jarrett Haas
Michael Huey.
BethCrispens
Jeremy Glesner.
Heather Whitacre
Jeff Dingeldein

Editor-In-Chief/Sports Editor/Co-Business Manager
Assistant Editor/News and Editorials Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Entertainment and Features Editor
Layout Manager
General Manager
Advertising Manager
Photography Manager
Advisor

Speaking Out:

Should the Fashion
Police be on the
Lookout for You?
by SARYNA SOMERVILLE,
Rotunda Staff Columnist

rhe Easter holiday was this past Sunday. For those of us who
are fashion conscience, we know that Easter Sunday is the
first day of the year that one can officially wear white shoes in
good taste. So, if anyone out there has worn white shoes before Easter or after Labor Day, you have broken one of the laws of fashion. I
have seen nearly ten people wearing white shoes this week. I promptly
reported them to the fashion police. They will be served with their
tickets along with a book listing the dos and donts of fashion and
good taste.
One fashion that I live by, and really hate to see broken, is the
law that states you cannot wear gold earrings with silver rings, or vice
versa. I feel I need to make a citizen's arrest right on the spot on
behalf of the fashion police.
Here are some other fashion violations that Longwood students
feel should be reported to the fashion police.
I hate it when someone wears their clothes so tight that their fat shows.
Cheryl Perry, senior
I hate to see people wear black stockings and white shoes.
Annie Williams, junior
I cannot stand to see a person's butt cheeks hang out of their shorts.
Darlene Martin, junior
I like to see girls wear clothes that fit them, not baggy clothes that are
too big.
William Owusu, sophomore
It really bothers me when someone wears Adidas shoes with a Nike
shirt.
Jennifer Brown, sophomore
I hate to see guys wear high water pants with one leg up.
Robert Florence, junior
I hate it when people wear knee highs with short skirts.
Sarah Grills, junior
It annoys me to see people roll up the bottom of their pants like they
are still in junior high.
Paula Schaefer, senior
I can't stand it when people wear mis-matched patterns like plaids
with stripes.

Staff Writers
Cali Adams ♦ Jeromy French ♦ Ellen Houseknecht ♦ Wendy Kirkpatrick
Whitney McDaniel ♦ Sylvia Odell ♦ Shelly Perutelli ♦ Saryna Somerville

Jenny Webb, junior
I actually saw a girl wearing high heels with a sweat suit. The fashion
police wouldn't give her a ticket, they would take her straight to jail.
Kelly Callan, senior

. *-
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NEWS
Environmental Connections Topic
of Longwood Inaugural Lecture
CONTRIBUTED TO THE ROTUNDA
from the Public Relations Office

rhe connections between
how we treat the environment and its future
well-being will be explored in
a lecture by Dr. Carolyn Wells
as part of the Inaugural
Lecture Series.
Dr. Wells, professor of
biology and chair of the
Natural Sciences Department,
will speak Wednesday, April 9,
on "Connections with the
Future: Why recycle?
A
Legacy for Tomorrow's
Farmville" at 7:30 PM in the
Education Building lecture
hall. The lecture is free and

rs 24th president
the next week. Volunteers
will then go into the community to perform their w&k,
and they will return to campus between 1 and 2 PM.
"If you show up, you can
rest assured that we will have
an assignment for you," said
Rick Hurley, vice president
for administration & finance,
who is coordinating plans.
"All you need to bring is a
good spirit and a willingness
to work."
Most of the participating
groups are Greek organizations; the activity is also part
of Greek Week. Teams consisting of two or three groups,
depending on the sire of each
group, will be at each site,
said Gina Lee, coordinator of
Greek Affairs.
The G.I.V.E. office is also
involved. Persons who want
to participate are urged to
contact Tammy Covington,
G.I.V.E. coordinator, at 2397.

open to the public.
"America in the 1990s is a
throw-away society," said Dr.
Wells. "As a result, the
nation's precious resources are
wasted, and landfills are filling
up at an alarming rate. In spite
of recent efforts to encourage
the recycling and reuse of
resources, Americans throw
away 1,540 pounds of material
per person per year. Only 23
percent of the solid waste in
the United States is recycled."
Also every year in the
U.S., she said, the following
developments take place:
• Thirty-three billion aluminum cans that could be
returned to production are not,
equaling the aluminum to
rebuild the nation's entire

The tfiewte of Dr.
Cormier's Inauguration is
"Connections," and she
believes firmly in a close
relationship between campus
and community.
"We are involved'in this
because of Dr. Cormier's genuine, strong interest in the
value of community," Hurley
said. "Please come out and
lend a hand. You'll feel good,
the community will benefit,
and we can make a great
statement to our new president."
On the following
Monday, April 7, a
"Giving Tree," symbolizing
Longwood's ongoing commitment to serving the community, will be dedicated at
4:45 PM adjacent to the
Education Building. At the
base of the maple tree will be
a plaque with the inscription,
"As this tree grows, so does
our commitment to serve."

commercial airline fleet every
three months.
• Enough tires are discarded to to encircle the planet
almost three times.
• Enough disposable plates
and cups are thrown away to
serve six meals to all the people in die world.
Some 500,000 trees per
week are used to print Sunday
newspapers in this country, and
an average of 2.5 billion nonreturnable plastic bottles find
their way to landfills every
hour.
"With the ever increasing
human population, it is only a
matter of time before the
world's finite, non-renewable
resources will approach
exhaustion unless increased
efforts are made to reuse items
instead of discarding them,"
Dr. Wells said. "Since conservation and wise resource management begin at home, it is
important that members of the
Longwood and Farmville communities examine ways to
improve local recycling pro-

Dt Carolyn Wells

grams. The well-being of
future generations depends
upon the decisions made by
those living today."
Dr. Wells, the senior member of Longwood's faculty
(she came here in 1960), has
turned her attention recently to
issues of environmental sustainability, particularly as it
relates to the study of avian
endangered species.
She

chaired the task force that
developed Longwood's 1993
Year of the Environment; was
instrumental in developing the
Environmental Studies master's degree program that began
last summer; and has presented
lectures to numerous environmental groups, including two
Longwood colloquia.

SGA announces the availability
of the Lancaster Scholarship
By MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor

/t was business as usual at
the March 25 meeting of

Bain also announced that

RHA was allocated $1600

applications for die Lancaster

to attend the NACURH confer-

scholarship would be available

ence in Indiana. The $1600 will

at the SGA office. Those inter-

go towards plane tickets since
the registration fee and money

ested should have the applications returned by 5 PM April 2.

the SGA in the ABC
rooms. President Penn Bain

Applications

for

Dwayne

announced that Senator Denise
James, chair of die Student

senator are also available.
The College Republicans

Rights committee, resigned
from her position because of a

were allocated $610 to attend a
conference in Virginia Beach

Murphy's former position as

for meals and the hotel were
raised through RHA fundraisers. By attending this conference, RHA hopes to bring back
information on other schools'
grading systems as well as new
ideas for Longwood's resi-

heavy schedule and added

April 11-13. The conference is

stress with her moving to

open to the entire student body

dence life.
The next SGA meeting,

North Carolina for graduate

and will focus on the party sys-

which is open to all students, is

school.

tems in the government.

scheduled to meet April 1.
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Ask C.C.
Advice for College Students
About Careers and Life Planning
Dear C.C.:
I recently heard someone
suggest that when I begin my
job search, I should interview with any company who
offers me the opportunity. Do
you think this is good advice?
— Sitting by the Phone
Dear Silting:
The answer to your question
isn't easy becasse it involves
personal job search ethics. If
I've understood the intent of
the advice, the person you
were talking to is suggesting
you interview at every opportunity because with each interview session, you'll likely
improve. That's probably true.
One of the dilemmas a new job
searcher often faces is the lack
of interviewing experience. So,
any chance to interview can
appear really attractive. But the
real question becomes "is it all
right to use an interview situation as practice?" I think my
general response is "no".
Here's why.
It's unfair to the interviewer,
her or his company, and ultimately to yourself as well to
"waste" the resource of time.
What 1 mean by that is that if
you are absolutely sure you are
not interested in working for a
certain company or agency,
then it's unethical for you to
accept an interview with (hem
just so you can practice your
interviewing skills. To accept
"real" interviews just as a
means of practicing your technique is to devalue the person
and the agency with whom you
arc interviewing. In my opinion, you would be better off to
spend the time you will need
(1) to prepare for the interview,
(2) to get to the interview, (3)
to do the interview, and (4) to
follow-up with the interview
searching for job opportunities
that match your interests and
skills In the long run, the time
will be better spent. In addition
to the ethical considerations,
there's also the problem of acting. Unless you're especially

skilled at interviewing, the person to whom you are talking
will be able to discern your
lack of enthusiasm for the
position. That will ultimately
translate into a denial of
employment, and then what
have you really gained?
On the other hand, if you think
you have even a slight genuine
interest in pursuing an opportunity with an employer, then,
by all means, accept the interview if it's offered to you. You
may discover something wonderful about a company that
had only seemed moderately
interesting before. In this case,
the more interviews you get,
the more possibilities you have
for offers. And you want several offers. Then you can compare and negotiate. The best
position you may hope to be in
as a job searcher is to have several attractive offers to choose
among.
If it's interview practice you
need, I suggest you stop by the
Career Center and ask about
"Mock Interviews". A career
professional there will be
happy to role-play several
interview scenarios with you.
That will offer you a chance to
practice answering representative interview questions and
give you some general feedback about your communication style.
Dear C.C.:
I have a logistical question.
Should I send my resume
and cover letter in a 9" x 12"
envelope so that I don't have
to fold it?
— Perfectionist
Dear Perfectionist:
What is normally considered
appropriate is to buy "resume"
paper on which you print your
resumes and cover letters
and to buy business-style
envelopes to match. Once
you've secured the proper supplies, you then fold your letter
and resume together in thirds
and place them in the

-,-•%--» - •- •-

envelopes. Cover letters go on
top of the resumes. You should
only buy white or neutral-colored paper though. Job searching for most fields is still done
in a conservative fashion when
it comes to presenting your
credentials on paper.
Most office supply stores carry
resume paper and envelopes.
You may also find them at
printing shops or bookstores.

pictured front left to right: Winnie Balder, Jamie Grenwopd, Amy
Jakubowski, Steve Johnson, Tammy Covington, an<J Steven #K»bsoji
FronfcMark Bodie
^T

Lula
Volunteers Learn
Washington Togetherness Dix*$§
Alternative Spring
Dance
Company
Appears at
Longwood
by DEURA NANCE
Assistant Editor

By CALI ADAMS
Staff Writer

Laughter erupted from
the
room
and
increased in volume
the closer I got to the doorway.
Upon entering I was greeted
with hearty "hello's" and
warm smiles. The people surrounding me were dressed in
comfortable clothing, and
most of them sat at the mirror
with their hair tied back,
applying their makeup. I was
backstage in the Jarman theatre on Thursday, March 6th,
witnessing the preparation of
the Lula Washington dancers.
I was familiar with the background information of the
dancers, but it was fascinating
to me to be able to put a face
to the name. I was just dropping off refreshments, but in
that first instant, I sensed a
strong feeling of comraderie
and closeness between the
See LULA page 5

uring spring break,
five Longwood students and two staff
members helped change the
lives of many residents in the
small community of Ivanhoe,
Virginia.
Staff members Tammy
Covington (GIVE Office
Coordinator)
and
Amy
Jakubowski (Acting Wellness
Center Coordinator), and students Winnie Baker, Mark
Bodie, Jaime Greenwood,
Steve Jacobson, and Steve
Johnson traveled to the
Appalacian area of Virginia to
help rebuild the town of
Ivanhoe.
While they were in
Ivanhoe, these volunteers
helped by digging ditches for
water pipes, cutting brush,
doing yard work, and working
on specific home improvement jobs. One big project
that the volunteers worked on
was cleaning a site for a new
house for a poor family in the
neighboring town of Cana,
Virginia.
"This family needed our
help in order to give them a
decent place to live. One
member of the family had
cancer and another was disabled, so they couldn't do

much for. themselves," said
Covington.
. S'."'.
Many volunteers learned
valuable? lessonSin life through
meseexgenences.
"I gajjied an, a|preciaUon
for all the things I usually rake
for granted like daily showers
and indoor plumbing. Most of
these people did not even have
the things that we consider to
be necessities," said Johnson.
Jakubowski noticed that in
the community, everyone
knew one another and?wbuld
help each other out when anyone was in need.
"One lesson I learned was
when everyone helps each
other, it wotfts to better the
entire communtiy. The sense
of togetherness in ^$/4$|B!iunity was absolutely amazing."
said Jakubowski.
Other events that Ufc volunteers participated i
edanAppalaciah
quilt-making nigh]
night, and a
complete with a
band.
Covington summed up the
trip by saying, "tnis expen
ence really taught me that we
can all make a difference by
working together. TTie seven
people who left to work on this
trip were not the same ones
who returned.
I think that
everyone realized to be thankful for what they have."
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HEALTH SERIES

itreSS and Yot
16 Surprising Signs that Say 'Slow Down'
fcy.WHITNEY MCDANIEL
Staff Writer
Stress. The mere mentioning of the word may make
some people short of breath
and their heart rates soar. To
college students, stress seems
to be a given, especially at this
point during the semester
when deadlines for papers,
projects, and presentations are
nearing quickly
"I have a huge oral presentation, a small project, and
two term papers due within
the next two weeks," commented sophomore Ben
Johnson. "My stress level is
so high right now, I only feel
like procrastinating."
According to Hans Seley
in Ttie Stress of Life, stress is
the "nonspecific response of
the body to any demand made
upon it."
. Li other words, you may
pay a psychological and physical price when your internal
balance is disrupted by a perceived threat, change, or transition, and is called upon to
adjust. Emotional stress has
been likened to the "fight or
flight reponse" in which your
body is mobilized for action.
A number of physiological
changes occur, including
increases in muscle tension,
heart rate, and blood pressure.
The question is not whether
you are under stress (of course

LULA
continued from page 4

dancers; once I saw them
dunce, it was very oblivious of
how much in sync they really
were.
The day of their performance, they held a "master
class: that was attended by a
friend of mine, Stephanie

you are), but rather are you
under more pressure than your
body can handle? Over time
stress wrecks havoc not just on
your nerves, but on your cardiovascular system as well, setting you up for serious longterm health problems;
"Stress tends to exacerbate
symptoms," says Steven
Locke, M.D., chief of behavioral medicine at Harvard
Pilgrim Health Care in Boston.
By "exacerbate symptoms,"
Locke means that you will not
just have one headache, but
regular headaches.
While
stress can be the source of nearly every physical complaint, if
a problem is persistent, medical
attention should be sought
Here are some of the most
common, yet surprising symptoms of stress. If you experience any—or several—of these
signs, consider them a wake-up
call to take a closer look at the
pressures in your life and find
ways to reduce them.
(Published in the November
1996 issue of-Fitness magazine.
Cravings: Some people
cannot eat a bit when they are
stressed, while many more of
us are likely to scarf -down a
burger, fries, and a Coke. In
fact, an appetite for sweets and
carbohydrates is a key sign of
stress.

cuts: If you are hustling to meet
a deadline or hurrying to make
it to class, not only may you be
too distracted to notice paper
cuts or a banged shin when it
happens, but it's possible that
you genuinely may not feel it as
well. Why? Stress causes the
release of endorphins, which is
the body's natural painkiller.
Decreased sex drive: Yes,
even in college students it is
possible. Stress may play a role
in the suppression of the secretion of sex horomones, so you
are less likely to be in the mood.
Ironically, sex is an excellent
stress reliever.
Eyelid spasms: It can be
incredibly distracting, and it
feels like it's glaringly obvious,
but in a mirror, you can barely
see it. There is no known cause
or treatment for the twitching
except for down-shifting your
life.
Stomach troubles: Stress
chemicals can make your
intestinal pacing go haywire, so
food channels through your system too fast, resulting in diarrhea, or slows way down causing constipation. Pains in the
pit of your stomach is also a
sign of stress-overload. An estimated 75 percent of us experience these stress-related stomach troubles at some point in
our lives.

Mysterious bruises and

Morris, a member of the
Long wood Dance Company,.
When I asked her about the
class she said, "The class was
taught by Tamica, Lula's
daughter, and I learned a lot
about the dances, so that when
I actually saw them, they
meant more to me. The class
was great; it was high level
energy the whole time."
When the time of the performance arrived, I was very

interested to see what the Lula
Washington Dance Theatre was
all about. I myself am not a
very big dance fan, and granted, there were very a few
dances that I didn't really care
for, but there were two dances
that outstanding.
The first was performed by
Tamica Washington, and was
set to the song, "Tasting
Muddy Waters," and the second was choreographed to the

Ringing in the ears: This
ringing, called tinnitus, may
worsen for the 20 percent of
Americans who experience it
when they are wiped out or
stressed. Persistent ringing
could be a sign of a tumor on
the acoustic nerve and should
always be checked out by a
physician.
Heart palpitations and chest
pain: Racing, fluttering, or
irregular heartbeats or even an
occasional aching in the chest
may feel scary to a young and
healthy person, but the cause
may simply be high-pressure
life.
Itching, hives, or rashes:
Strong, stress-linked emotions
can prompt the release of histamine, a brain chemical that
gives rise to hives or contributes, along with other body
chemicals, to generalized itching.
Colds: A study conducted at
the Common Cold Unit of the
Medical Research Council in
Salisbury, England reaped the
following results: subjects ages
18-54 were exposed to five different cold viruses; those who
measured above average on a
stress index were significantly
more likely to develop colds
following exposure.
Hair loss: When you are
under stress, the pituiatry gland
signals the adrenal glands to

song, "What About Watts."
Before this last song, Lula
came out on stage and
explained to the audience the
meaning behind it. She told us
about how her nephew was
killed in a gang related shooting. He was not a gang member, he was just an innocent
victim. The song took a look
at the "harsh reality of senseless gang violence." She
wanted to illustrate the igno-

produce more of the male
horomone dihydroxytestosterone, which causes hair follicles to shrink and causes hair to
grow less rapidly.
Taking care of yourself
starts with recognizing the
unhealthy ways of dealing with
stress (for example, drinking
too much alcohol, eating
unhealthy food). After identifying these methods, try a
healthier approach. You can
reduce the negative effects of
stress on your life by following
these recommendations (available at http:
//h-devil-www.mc.duke.edu/hdevil/emotion/stress.htm):
♦Exercise for at least 30 minutes at least three times a week
* Recognize the things that
upset you and figure out what
you can do to change them.
If you cannot change them,
find ways to accept this lack of
control.
♦Develop healthy methods of
relaxation: talk to supportive
people, watch movies, or go for
a walk.
*Get regular amounts of sleep,
♦avoid caffeinated beverages
and alcohol.
♦Drink four to eight glasses of
water per day.
♦Use positive thoughts and
humor to overcome negative
thoughts.
•Seek professional help for
dealing with especially stressful events in your life.

rance of gang violence, and
ultimately promote the goal of
peace. As far as I'm concerned, the message was well
received and made me stop and
rethink society's values on
these issues. All in all it was a
very good show with very talented dancers, superb choreography, and fascinatingly appropriate costumes.
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Creative Dating Lecture Teaches Students New Dating Tricks
by CAU ADAMS,
Rotunda Staff Writer

A man, lets call him Jim,
goes lo a girl's house,
lets call her Sally, and
covers her doorstep with hundreds of Hershey's kisses. Having sufficiently done this, he
leaves a trail of kisses to his car.

He knocks on Sally's door and
then runs out to his car where he
remains standing. She looks
down and sees the note set
amongst the kisses, and picks it
up. It says, "Now that I have
kissed the ground that you walk
on, will you go out with me?"
Now if that is not sickeningly
sweet, I don't know what is. If

you attended the March 4th program "Creative Dating," by Dave
Coleman, this is one of the stories you would have heard. The
program was sponsored by
Lancer Productions, and was held
in the Commonwealth Ballroom
of the Student Union.
When the students entered the
building they were given a 3x5

index card and told to write a fantasy on the front and a best/worst
pick up line on the back. Periodically when we felt that things
were getting too heavy, we could
yell out, "card," and he would
read from the cards we had submitted, or from the ones he had
gathered from his other lectures.
These proved to be humorous as

Freshman Terry Jachimiak
said, "I thought that it was very
informative; it was interesting."
Two members from the audience even got up to share their
"best" and "worst" dates.
There were also several handouts
given to the audience, entitled:
Creative Dating Ideas, Effective
Dating Communication, Dater's
Bill of Rights, Important Things
To Do on a First Date, and 9 Ways
to Impress a Man/Woman. The
program was very interactive and
I think that everyone walked
away with at least a few new dating tips or ideas.
Lara Brookman came to see
Coleman because she first saw
him at the Bacchus Gamma conference in Florida (I was there too,
but I missed him), and she said,
"It was a lot of fun, very educational. I'm going to try some of
the dating tips."
The general consensus
seemed to be in favor of having
Dave Coleman return to Longwood. A friend of mine even got
a phone number from Coleman of
a guy that he thought she would
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well as informing.
Another one of Coleman's
"gimmicks," was that if we felt
that someone said something really "on the money", the we
would yell out, "food," and they
were given candy of some sort.
The Dating Doctor really knew
how to hold the attention of a college crowd!
He provided an interesting
lecture addressing issues such as:
making a good impression, interpersonal dating communication,
bringing back romance, dating
expectations, making the best of
a bad date, and the impact of alcohol and AIDS on relationships.
In the process of showing slides,
I was struck by a slide showing
that the highest sales of alcohol
are to college students, and a large
majority of middle school students (maybe it was elementary
students, don't quote me on that),
thought that President Bush's
name was spelled, Busch (as in
the beer).
At one point the men were
told to sit on their hands, and the
women were given two full minutes to voice our complaints and
opinions of men, but unfortunately after our two minutes were
up, the men were given their turn.

J
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Lancer Productions
Coffeehouse Review:

Surf's Up! Net Surfer
Melanie Hangs Ten on the Barbara Kessler's Lyrics
Virtual Fanzine Wave
Captivating; Personality
by MELANIE BARKER,
Staff Internet Guru

m lor those of you who have
r^ stumbled into the xeroxed
M. land of fanzines at some
point during your life, you're going to love this. Imagine limitless amounts of homemade publications on everything you're
ever imagined right at your fingertips.
Thanks to the desires of
many editors to get their words
out, your days of hiding small
bills and stamps in envelopes only
to wait for weeks to receive your
favorite zine are over. So ladies
and gents, toss your mainstream
publications aside and join me to
see how everyday people feel
about politics, music, B movies,
literature, religion, and more.
John Lobovitz's E-zine List
makes finding the perfect zine for
you easy. Located at http://
www.meer.net/~johnl/e-zinelist/, this site organizes its links
to e-zines by listing 80 of the most
popular keywords under which
you can find zines. Some of these
are art, Christianity, film, short
stories, popular culture, journal-

ism, and technology. Each of
these keywords contain several
links to e-zines, so prepare to be
on-line for awhile if you decide
to check this out.
Factsheet Five, the zine of
all zines, has also made its way
to the internet with Factsheet Five
Electric. Residing at http://
www.well.com/conf/f5/
f5index2.html, F5E contains everything you need to know about
Do-it-yourself media. It goes
beyond listing on-line e-zines and
links to them by providing zine
making tips, zine reviews, FAQs,
and a list of zine distributors
(record stores like Plan 9 and
Soundhole in Richmond often
carry hardcopies of various
fanzines).
"Factsheet Five Electric
prides itself on carrying weird
stuff that you might stumble
across but can't find through the
usual channels," states editor
Jerod Pore.
For those of you who prefer hardcopies of fanzines (like
myself) find your way to Zine Net
at http://www.zine.net. Zine Net
believes in sampling before you
buy, so in accordance with their
philosophy, the site provides summaries of numerous zines, sample
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SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income? j
You Can Qualify To Receive

Wednesday, March 19th
at 9:00 in Lancer
Cafe, I attended yet
another Coffeehouse. (Yes, we
do have them every other
Wednesday.) For those who are
not familiar with the workings
of Lancer Productions, let me enlighten you to the fact that these
sort of functions are pretty much
voluntary, and fortunately or unfortunately I volunteered to attend this one; however, I was
not really excited about being
there. I had a sore throat, way
too much homework to do, and
I was tired. (It's okay, I feel better now.)
I knew that I could leave
once I had helped setting up, but
once Barbara Kessler began
playing her acoustic guitar and
sing with her dynamic vocals instantly drew me in. Before I
knew it almost two hours had
passed by, and I had become almost entranced.
I had the opportunity to
speak with Barbara briefly be-
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Rotunda Staff Writer

benisdead .com/dir. html
Beat - http://members.aol.com/
beatgeninc/beatgen.html
Peske's Lampoon Magazine
http://www.lampoon.com/
Red Dve #5 - http://
gn2.getnet.com/~rdnf
Guff- http://www2.bitstream.net/
-connell/

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days! Q§)
to Jot. to

by CALI ADAMS,

Tweak - http://www.tweak.com/
welcome.html

INSTANT CREDIT
CREDIT,

Down to Earth

articles, e-mail and snail mail
contacts, and prices incase you
decide that a zine is for you.
Some of the samples Zine
Net
supplies includes
Apokalypso. a zine chock-full of
millenial prophecies; LIE a political zine; Outlander. a fanzine
dedicated to the causes of the
trashing of the American mind;
Scrawl, a zine dedicated to underground music, film, and visual
arts; and Verbivore. which Zine
Net describes as a zine of "wellresearched cultural topics and
hallucinatory rants."
All of these sites provide
enough links to e-zines to keep
you busy for sometime, but here
are a few URLs that will take you
directly to some e-zines:
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Credit Cards In IT* World Today! ^^ ■
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

fore she began her set, and she
proved to be a very nice and
down to earth woman. She also
proudly mentioned the arrival of
her 12 week old daughter. (She
was sleeping and left at the hotel with her husband.) These
qualities that she possessed were
strongly reflected in her music
and in the poignant subject matter of her songs. She sang about
things that struck a cord within
myself as well as many others,
and her compassion was heart
wrenching.
Her songs ranged from a
humorous yet touching song
called, "Mary Tyler Moore", to
the song "Kathy" which was
about meeting an old school
friend, and her disappointment at
the changes that her friend had
gone through.
A friend of mine, Jason
Stephens also expressed his admiration of her, "I was in love. I
was very impressed, so much so
that I bought both of her CD's."
Evenaslsitherclislen
ing to her CD now, I hope that
we can bring her back again very
soon.
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1997 Greek Week Schedule

Concert Review:

Richmond-based
band Carbon Leaf
Plays at Phi Kappa
Tau's Buzzfest II
that you must see live. The phenomenal stage presence of the
band serves as a catalyst for the
audience's energy. Lead singer
Berry Privett's sporadic, preGreen-Michael Stipe-like movements and attempted handstands
stimulated the audience, who
danced erratically near the front
dwindling near the closing of the
show at 2 AM, it was not apparent to the hard-core party-goers
still in attendance.
If you're kicking yourself
for missing out on this show, then
make sure you find your way to
Landsharks April 10, where Carbon Leaf will be performing.
With the semester winding down,
celebrate by treating yourself to
a night of unbridled listening
pleasure.

by MELANIE BARKER,
Chief Copy Editor

Longwood rose from its
post Spring Break slum
her Saturday March 22
with Carbon Leaf, who played in
the Curry Commons for Phi
Kappa Tau's BUZZ Fcst II.
Based in Richmond, Carbon Leaf supplied the crowd with
driving grooves from their bag of
musical tricks. Carbon Leaf performed songs from their CD "Meander," as well as a few crowd
pleasers like the Violent Fcmmcs'
"Blister in the Sun" and John
Denver's "Country Road," which
ignited spurts of square dancing
throughout the audience (that's
Farmvillc's influence for you).
Carbon Leaf is one band

WHY DO NCPT
GRADUATES GET
THE BEST JOBS?
OUR PROGRAM IS APPROVED
BY THE AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION. ISOO TOP
NATIONAL LAW FIRMS,
CORPORATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES EMPLOY OUR
QRAOUATES AND WE OFFER 21
YEARS OF EXCELLENCE IN
PARALEGAL TRAINING. NOW
REGISTERING FOR 1997
CLASSES.
• EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE

•

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
THOSE WHO QUALIFY AND
SCHOLARSHIPS

•

ASSOCIATE DEGREE OR
EQUIVALENT REQUIRED

CALL, TODAYl

(800) 275-7842
(404) 266-1060

MC NATIONAL CENTER FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING
.14 14 PCACHTRC t ROAD NC lUITt 5?fl. AT I ANT A. CCORCIA 30320

Come find out who we are on April 7th
at 7:00pm at the Courtyard by Marriott,
6400 W. Broad St., Richmond, VA
804-282-1881
—*>--"?***—■■.-. —
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Saturday, April 5 - Community Service Day -10 AM Kick-off, 11-2
PM Community Service; Lankford Mall
Monday, April 7 - 8-10 PM Singled Out; Lancer Gym
Tuesday, April 8-4-6PM "Cook Out" with the band Babba Seth;
Lankford Mall
Wednesday, April 9-4-6PM Greek Games; Her Field
Thursday, April 10 - 9 PM-1 AM Totally 80s Party; Commonwealth
Ballroom
Friday, April 11 - President's Inauguration 6-8 PM; Pat McGee Band
Saturday, April 11 -11 AM-2 PM Kids' Carnival; Wheeler Lawn
Greek Sponsored week is funded by Panhellenic Council IFC, and SGA

A Salute to Oscar-Winning
Movie, The English Patient
by SYLVIA ODELL and
SARYNA SOMERVILLE
Rotunda Staff Columnists

rhis week we're going to
congratulate the winner of
the Best Picture from the
Oscars by giving The English
Patient a review of our own. This
week will definitely be fun because Saryna and I are not totally
in agreement with this movie.
Saryna: When Al Pacino
(my favorite actor in the world)
announced that The English Patient had won Best Picture, I was
not at all surprised. It had all of
the elements that make movies
great. Still, there were a few
things about the movie I didn't
like.
Sylvia: Oh yeah, let me
concur. The first thing I didn't
like about the movie was the fact
that I didn't know what was a
flashback and what was present
day. It was badly arranged. The
movie is basically a story about a
man who remembers his love
Katherine. Most of the movie is
a flashback, which to me is annoying.
Saryna: The flashbacks
--

—

didn't bother me. I actually liked
the flashbacks. They were much
more interesting than seeing
Ralph Fiennes lie in bed burned
beyond recognition and Juliet
Binoche running around trying to
take care of him. What I didn't
like was the length of the movie.
It was long. It could have been
30 minutes shorter. There was a
lot of unnecessary footage.
Sylvia: Oh definitely! Can
we say lengthy? Also, the movie
appealed to the women in the audience, when a good movie
should focus on both sexes. Anyway, the length was really unnecessary as was much of the story
line.
Saryna: Romantic movies
generally get a majority of females in the audience. Men who
want to see good acting and great
cinematography should see this
movie also. Ralph Fiennes could
teach a lot of you guys about love
and passion (girls too). Never before have I seen a man so passionately in love with a woman. Usually in movies you see the woman
torn and crying over a man. In The
English Patient, the man was
completely torn and overwhelmingly in love with this woman.

This emotional performance
grabbed me. I wanted to give
Ralph a standing ovation right
there in the theater for his performance.
Sylvia: He was good, but
not that good. It's called acting,
not life. Show me this is any real
romance, and I'll eat the next issue of The Rotunda. However,
The English Patient was a good
movie to watch with your betterhalf (girls don't see it alone, or
you'll be crying more than normal). Ray Fiennes was fine. He
looked so good in Wuthering
Heights, so that's the only reason
I can think of to watch this movie.
Saryna: He also looked
good in Strange Days. I have to
disagree with Sylvia. This was a
good movie. Ralph's looks are
just an extra incentive. There are
plenty of reasons to see this
movie. I mean it did win Best
Picture, Director, Supporting Actress and a ton of other Academy
Awards.
Well, we will conclude
then. Congratulations to all the
Oscar winners, especially Cuba
Gooding Jr. for his roll in Jerry
Maguire. For all you movie nuts
out there, get cracking and watch,
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LongwoodCelebrates Women's
Ask Paige: A Satirical
History Month With Film
Look at the Advice
Columns of Today
by SHELLY PERUTELU
Rotunda Staff Writer

Antonia's Line, a Dutch
film with subtitles
was one film in a series to celebrate Women's
History Month.
The film brought up
many ideas during the discussion March 25, led by Dr. Susan Anderson, professor of
English.
Antonia's Line is about
a woman who builds a new
life with her daughter in a
quiet Dutch village after
World War II. The film, writ-
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ten and directed by Marleen
Gorris, was the winner of the
1996 Academy Adward for
Best Foreign Film.
The discussion after the
film brought up the idea of an
Utopian society. The society
in the film revolves around

with issues of religion, rape,
incest, lesbianism, and children out of wedlock.
"The men and women
need each other in the film,
but not in the conventional
way," Anderson said.
Some students felt Gorris
is bashing
~—-•~—^^^—^^^—
] men in the
film and only
Antonia's Line is the story of a
has men playing violent
woman trying to build a new life
roles or roles
for herself and her daughter in a
that make
small Dutch Village. It won 1996 them appear
Academy Award for Best Foreign weak.
K i m
Film.
Gabriel,
freshman,
said, "I felt
thatAntoina's
four generations of women family showed family values."
starting with Antonia.
Others felt Gorris is simAntoinia's farm is a place ply trading gender roles in a way
where women are the domi- that will grab the audience's atnant force and men are not a tention.
necessity. The film deals

New Bands Break
Traditional Molds
With Recent Releases
by JARRETT HAAS,
Arts and Entertainment Editor
When was the last time you
bought a CD that you really
loved? I mean loved in a way that
you popped in the disc, listened
to every song and then got sad
because it was over. Gone, it
seems, are the days when groups
designed a song list that created
a mood that made the record more
like a story with a strong musical
or lyrical theme. Most popular
groups develop a neat method of
including a hit or two while the
rest is a bunch of awful filler material.
Try to recall the Beatles'
albums. Each of their records had
a certain mood or feel, whether
that feel said, "I'm high", or "I'm
the epitome of pop music and I
wanna hold your haaaaand," it
was always there and that may be
the reason those guys made such
a powerful mark in the music industry. Even if good records
didn't follow a theme, such as
Jimi Hendrix's records, they still
had a message. Jimi's message

was one of incredible musical
ability. As for now, the music industry does not sign musicians
that match the dedication of their
predecessors.
There are still a few heros,
however. I recently picked up the
new Wallflowers disc. Jacob
Dylan, like his pop, was able to
do something wonderful by writing music that has both feeling
and a message. WILCO is another band that knows how to create what can be called an album,
not just a hit single backed up by
ten songs containing no thought.
Even if you were not a fan, Nirvana was a band that put a hundred and ten percent into every
song they recorded or performed.
That is something that deserves
respect.
I can only hope that more
bands can give the dedication that
any good music deserves. As it
stands, they are simply ripping off
the consumer that bought a hack
album because they enjoyed some
fake, nifty sounding single they
heard on the Buzz.

iyjARRETT HAAS,
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Editor's Note: This column is strictly satirical and should be read
as such. In no way, shape or form should this come across as a
"real" advice column. Longwood student's have neither written these
letters or have anything to do with any of them.
Dear Paige,
I'm a senior and I'm really bored with school, but at
the same time I'm really
afraid of the future after
graduation. The future bothers me so much that I don't do
much except worry. I know
this is a typical dilemma, but
I'm afraid that my worries are
causing me to miss out on the
last days of my college career.
-Worried
Dear Worried,
When the boredom hits,
there is so little effort needed to
defeat the monster. Just remember to have fun. Most seniors
know about apathy. Time always seems to travel a little
slower when the finish line is
just ahead and the party is almost over. You are left with your
thoughts and a frightening future of something not understood That is, unless you plan

to go to Grad school where you
will still lay in the comforting
arms of Academic The question is: Placing the future aside,
what are we to do with the fading last moments of "the best
years of our lives?"
Oh, the fear. It comes in
at you and swallows all concentration. The worries about a
job, and the ultimate question:
"What am I going to do?" As
the end draws near, there is so
much pressure that something
has to give. We have all seen it
before. When our friends who
have graduated neared the final
stages, they suddenly snap out
of their boredom and act like
freshmen again.
So, it is April already.
These words are for those who
are accepting the responsibility
of adulthood before their time.
You cannot wait until a week before the end to realize it is ending and you only have hours to
get crazy. Enjoy it now, before
it's too late.

Satisfaction Hall to be
Included in Special
Interest Housing
by DREW WALKER,
Rotunda Guest Writer
Looking for a fun way to
meet new people and live
on a hall with that "family" atmosphere? The Satisfaction Hall is a great place for
people who want to live in a substance free environment and reap
the benefits of a healthier lifestyle
and positive energy.
The Satisfaction Hall is
designated to second floor Cox to
house people who want to learn
more about alternatives to substance abuse. The Hall already
has plans to produce programs

which include camping, ropes
course, positive thinking seminars, and ways to improve nutrition and physical well-being.
The Satisfaction Hall has
been approved by Debbie Reno,
the Residence Education Coordinator in charge of Special Interest Halls. Drew Walker, one of
the students involved in starting
the hall, mentioned thai the Housing Office is excited about the
possibilities this hall will bring to
the campus. There are still spaces
on the hall for anyone interested.
Contact the Housing Office
U2O80) or Drew Walker (x4222).
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Tennis Report

Longwood Tennis Teams Take
Victories Over CVAC Foes
"¥~™Tnding a four-match los
#"Y ing streak, the Long
JL-/ wnm] men's tennis
team got last week off to a
good start with an 8-1 victory
over Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Conference foe Mount
Olive March 24.
The Lancers, now 2-6
overall and 2-3 in the CVAC,
won five of six singles and all
three doubles in a match
played at the Lancer Hall tennis courts in Farmville.
Taking singles wins
against Mt. Olive were No. 2
Ben Vest, No. 3 Will Ng, No.
4 Jason Holloway, No. 5
David Lopez, and No. 6 John
Cockey. Doubles winner for
Longwood were Ng and Peter
Matsushige at No. 1, Lopez
and Vest at No. 2 and
Holloway and Cockey at No.
3.
In other action last
week, Longwood dropped a 72 decision at Christopher

Newport Thursday and fell by
a 6-3 count at St. Andrews
Saturday.
The Lancers will host
Barton Tuesday at 3:00, play
at Belmont Abbey Wednesday, at High Point Friday and
at Pfeiffer with Erskine Saturday. Virginia State visits
for a men's and women's twin
bill next Monday at 3:00.
The Longwood women's
tennis team logged two
straight wins in the CarolinasVirginia Athletic Conference
March 23-24, beating LeesMcRae and Mount Olive by 72 scores in matches played in
Farmville. Now 3-5 overall
and in the league, Coach
Nichole Pace's team has
bounced back after a 1-4 start.
The Lancers survived a
brutal weekend of competition and returned home to win

two straight matches. Saturday at St. Andrews, the
Knights scored a 6-3 victory
Double winners in
singles for Longwood against
Lees-McRae and Mount Olive
included No. 1 Marcia Osorio,
No. 4 Julie Westcott, No. 5
Emily Smith and No. 6 Carrie
Armstrong. The doubles team
of Smith and Armstrong was
also victorious in both
matches.
For the season, the top
singles record has been turned
in by Osorio at 5-3. She has
a 50-14 career mark at
Longwood while playing the
No. 1 position.
The Longwood women
will host Barton Tuesday at
3:00 and play at Belmont Abbey Wednesday in upcoming
CVAC action. Virginia State
visits for a match next Monday at 3:00.

Lady Golfers Finish Sixth in
Charleston Southern Tourney
Longwood carded a
team score of 324341-665
in
the
Charleston Southern Invitational Women's Golf Tournament Thursday and Friday at
the Wcllman Club golf course,
finishing seventh out of 12
teams.
Campbell shot 302-305607 to win the team title and
Winthrop's
Stephanie
Coverlcy was first among the
individual golfers with a 7072-142.
The Lancers were led by
junior Karla Roberson with a
78-81-157 which was good
for a tie for 10th place in a
field of 65 golfers. Also for
Longwood, Jessica Fernandez
shot 79-83-162.
Becky
Mailloux 79-87-166. and
Rachel Abbott 90-90-180.
Next up for Longwood
is the Duke Spring Invitational Sunday through Tuesday in Durham. N.C.

■— »«■ •■—'
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Baseball Notches 17th
Consecutive 20-win season
continued from page 12
Lontweei 14-13, Barltn 1-12
Longwood clouted eight
home runs, including a gamewinning two-run shot by
Hueston in the second game
as the Lancers took both ends
of a twin bill from CarolinasVirginia Athletic Conference
foe Barton Saturday 14-1 and
13-12.
Hueston's homer came
in the fifth inning of the second game and gave the Lancers a 13-11 lead. Sophomore
pitcher Robey Caldwell, who
tossed a 4-hitter with 12
strikeouts in the opener, came
on to pitch the seventh and
gain the save in the nightcap.
Mike Lewis got the win. He's
4-0.
For the day, Pfitzner had
a pair of homers with four
RBI and David Bassett had
two homers with four RBI.
Kevin Cox added a 3-run
homer in the first game.
Torian had a homer and two
singles in the second game,
and Anthony Pennix had a
homer and two doubles.
Barton t. Longwotd 5
Visiting Barton rallied
for two runs in the seventh
and pitcher Chad Stoop shut
Longwood out over the final
four innings as the Bulldogs
earned a 6-5 victory over the
Lancers in a CVAC game Fri-

day at Lancer Stadium.
Kirk Bullock, who went
3-5 with three RBI for the day,
and Paul Barabasz (2-5) hit
run-scoring singles as Barton
surged back after trailing 5-4.
Back-to-back doubles by
Hueston and Pfitzner, plus a
towering homer by Cox , had
given Longwood the lead as
the Lancers scored three in
the fifth.
Stoop allowed seven
hits, walked just one and
struck out nine for the Bulldogs.
LantwQod 11-7, Ml. St. Mary's H
Lastrapes
and
Armstrong had two hits each
and Fred Stoots and Pennix
drove in two runs as Longwood beat Mount St. Mary
(N.Y.) 11-1, completing a
sweep of a twin bill Thursday
at Lancer Stadium. Longwood won the first game 7-1.
Pitcher Adam Thrift
tossed a 5-hitter in the second
game, walking two and striking out 7. He's 2-0 for the
year.
In the first game Rhett
Pfitzner went 3-4 with 2
doubles and a triple. Winning
pitcher Mike Lewis moved
his record to 3-0. He limited
the Knights to 4 hits, struck
out 6 and walked 3.

Southern Women's Golf Invitational
Tournament
Campbell

302-305-607

Charleston So.

313-305-618

Winthrop

316-306-622

E. Tennessee State

319-327-646

Jacksonville

326-326-652

Ohio

333-331-664

Longwood

324-341-665

Western Carolina

344-350-694

Bowling Green

356-340-696

Radford

362-347-709

Youngstown State

358-362-720

Wofford

359-366-725

Special Thanks to Hoke
Currie and Tom Galbraith
from the Longwood College
Sports Information
Department for their
continued help and support
of The Rotunda. Without
them, there would he no
Sports Section
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Lacrosse Drops Two Contests Longwood Has
Tough Luck With
Division-I Tourney
f I Jie Longwood women's la
m crosse team fell last week
M. to 2-5 overall with a loss
Wednesday at Bridgewater 10-9
and Thursday at home to
Wellesley 12-2.
Longwood junior Susan
Mackley (pictured right) scored
a goal with 6:42 remaining at
Bridgewater to tie the game at
nine, but the Eagles scored the
decisive goal with just under three
minutes remaining.
The goal was Mackley's
third on the day, along with a career-high four scores by sophomore Catherine Howard. Senior
Emily Stone and sophomore
Laurie Hogan each collected
separate goals for the Lancers.

Senior goalkeeper Kelli Jo
Haynes kept out 20 shots by
Bridgewater and freshman de-

Lancers drop to 4-12,1-5 CVAC with
losses to Hampton, Colgate, Liberty,
Maryland-Baltimore County

L peoming Longwood
Sports Events
Baseball:. \pril 3rd at
Virginia State, April
5tli at Coker (doubleheader). April (till at

inker
Softball: \pril 2nd vs.
St. Andrews, April4th
vs. Barton, Aril 6th at
Belmont Abbey
Lacrosse: April 5th at
Davidson
Men's Golf:April4th6th at \ irginia ( alleviate Championships
Women's Golf: April
6th-Stli at Duke
Spring Invitational
Men \ Tennis: April
hi vs. Burton, \pril
4th at High I'oinl,
April 5th at Pfeiffer
with Lrskine, April
Sth vs. I erruni
Women's tennis:
April 1st vs. Barton

struggled Thursday against a
smothering defensive effort by
Wellesley as the visitors marked the 12-2
win.
Hogan
and
freshman
Jenny
Adams scored the
two Lancer goals.
Defensively,
Haynes notched 15 A tough week of facing all
NCAA Division I compe
saves and Howard
tition ended with the
three interceptions to
lead the Lancers. Longwood softball team posting
Sophomore Dawn a 1 -4 record and a first-round loss
Duboski had five Sunday at the Sports+Plus Inviground balls and two tational in Chesterfield, Va.
interceptions on the
UmgwoQiLSitaaQ
afternoon.
The Lancers opened play
Mackley Leads
Thursday with a 1-0 home victory
Scoring
over Siena. Freshman Michelle
For the season,
Gulick scored on a catcher's
Mackley has 22 goals
throwing error in the fourth inand 5 assists, Howard
ning and the Lancer defense
12 goals and seven
worked its way out of three lateassists, Hogan 13
inning jams to save the victory.
goals and one assist, and Stone 10
Freshman Megan Pratt
goals and two assists.
scored the victory on the mound
Longwood will be in action
as freshmen Celina Patton and
Saturday at Davidson for a 4:00
Kindle Higgins combined for the
match.
shutout. Patton started the game
and Higgins recorded her first
career save.
The three pitchers gave up
only two hits, struck out six and
walked two. LC's unearned run
ter, each posting an 86.
spoiled a one-hitter for Siena's
The Lancers followed that
Victoria Soracco. Longwood
performance with a 302-302—
freshman Kari Harrell managed
604 showing at the Pfeiffer Invithe Lancers' only hit.
tational. The 604 total breaks the
Longwood's good fortune
school record for a 36-hole event
against Division I competition did
by seven strokes. The previous not last as the Lancers played
record of 611 was set by the 1994 solid softball, but could not mansquad at the Virginia State Colle- age a win in the Sports+Plus Ingiate Championships.
vitational Saturday and Sunday.
Smith again led Longwood
with a four-over-par 74-72—146 Hamplon 3. Unfwood I
to finish in the top 10 individuHampton defeated the
ally. Junior Chris Frook narrowly Lancers 3-1 in the first of three
missed top 10 honors with a 74- games Saturday. A Longwood
75—149.
rally in the seventh inning came
"The last four holes on the up short. Harrell again led LC,
golf course killed us," said Lancer going 2-3 with a run scored.
coach Steve Nelson. "As a team Gulick plated her with a two-out
we were two-over-par after 14 single in the bottom of the last
holes on day one, but didn't fin- inning Ca/fgto 9. Lonrwoodl
ish like we wanted to."
Longwood held a 2-1 lead
Nevertheless, Nelson said it
was great to see the team play so
well on a tough course and in
tough conditions.
Schick (78-78—156), Martin (76-81—157) and Hite (8877—165) rounded out the rest of
the Lancer scores.
Longwood will be in action
Friday through Sunday at the Virginia State Collegiate Championships in Wintergreen, Va.

fender Heather Wentzel intercepted five passes.
The Lancer offense

Golfers Pick Up Pace With
Two Strong Showings
Longwood's men's golf
team seems to have re
bounded from its midseason funk with two strong performances this week placing second Tuesday at Radford and 10th
among the strongest field the
Lancers will see all season Saturday and Sunday at the Pfeiffer
Invitational at Pine Needles Golf
Club in Pinehurst, N.C.
Longwood senior golfer
Evan Smith found his stroke
Tuesday, firing a four-over-par 76
at Water's Edge Golf Course in
Smith Mountain Lake, Va. as the
Lancers faced Radford and Virginia Military Institute in the three
team dual.
The 76 tied Smith for medalist honors at the meet as
Longwood shot 322 as a team to
finish second behind Radford at
312. VMI carded a 332. For
Smith, who has been struggling
as LC's number one player, it was
his first score in the 70s in four
competitive rounds.
Sophomores Rich Hite,
Jack Schick and Jack Tsai followed Smith with scores of 81,
82 and 83, respectively. Junior
Keith Martin and senior Chris
DeBoer filled out the Lancer ros-

in the second game against
Colgate, but fell 9-3. Harrell's bat
remained hot with three hits, including a triple. Sophomore
Libby Gough hit her second home
run of the season while going 24. Higgins also collected two hits
with an RBI. Higgins leads the
Lancers with a .438 batting average. Harrell is second at .400.
Lil/trtyS.LoiiiWQ</40

Saturday's final game saw
Liberty defeat Longwood 8-0.
Gough (2-2) and Higgins each
collected doubles, but the Lancer
defense committed five errors and
gave up four unearned runs. Pratt
(1-5) took the loss on the mound.

UKKUmmmU
Sunday, the Lancers drew
the number one seed in the singleelimination tournament, Maryland-Baltimore County. LC remained tied with the Retrievers
heading into the bottom of the
fifth inning at 1-1, but a late
UMBC rally moved the final to
7-1.
Junior May Helen Sherrod
scored the only run for LC and
was 2-3 at the plate. Gulick got
the Lancers' only other hit. Patton
(3-5) recorded the loss.
Longwood is now 4-12 on
the season and remains 1 -5 in the
Carolinas- Virginia Athletic Conference. The Lancers will play
host Wednesday to CVAC foe St.
Andrews at Firemen's Arena
Field at 3:00. Friday, Longwood
hosts Barton beginning at 5:00.
Sunday, LC travels to Belmont
Abbey for a 3.00 start and will
play Monday at Queens at 3:00
in a doubleheader rescheduled
from earlier in the season.

Good Luck Lancers
from the staff of
The Rotunda.
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Longwood Notches 17th Straight 20-win Season
TT Z',h

senior Rhe,t

1/1/ Pfitzner and sopho
f f
more
Robey
Caldwcll leading the way, the
Longwood baseball team has
won seven of its last eight
games, rallying to win two of
three from Carolinas-Virginia
Athletic Conference foe
Barton Saturday.
Now 20-4 overall and 84 in the CVAC, the Lancers
have won 20 or more games
for 17 consecutive seasons.
Longwood faces a busy
week starting with a home
twin bill against league foe
Pfciffer (22-11, 9-3 CVAC)
Tuesday at 1 on and a single
game Wednesday at 2:00. The
Lancers take to the road
Thursday and aren't scheduled for another home game
until the CVAC Baseball
Tournament April 17-20 in
Farmville.
Longwood visits Vir-

no-hitter and struck out 11 for
Longwood in the first game.
The Lancers totaled 11 hits.

ginia State for two Thursday
at 1:00 and travels to
Hartsville, S.C. for a threegame series with CVAC contender Coker (24-12, 9-6
CVAC) Saturday (2) and Sunday (1).

In the nightcap Rhett
Pfitzner and Troy Lastrapes
hit two-run homers and Jeff
Kenney drove in three runs
with a double as Longwood
scored 10 runs in the fifth. It
was Pfitzner's seventh homer
of the season. Scott Hueston
also plated three runs with a
triple and a single and Shawn
Torian went 3-3. Freshman
Philip Gwaltney tossed a sixhitter with 8 strikeouts in the
second game for his first collegiate victory.

In recent games Longwood beat SUNY-New Paltz
17-2 last Wednesday, Mt. St.
Mary (N.Y.) 7-1 and 11-1
Thursday, fell to Barton 6-5
Friday, beat the Bulldogs 141 and 13-12 Saturday, and
whipped St. Paul's 13-1 and
18-4 Monday.
Lonewood 13-18. St. Paul's 1-4

Sparked by a pair of
home runs from Daniel Evans
and Quinn Armstrong , Longwood swept a doubleheader
from St. Paul's Monday at
Lancer Stadium. Evans had
two (2)-run shots and
Armstrong drove in 3 runs
with his two homers as freshman Derrick Ellison tossed a

Longwood has hit 14
home runs in its last four
games while scoring 68 runs.

Sophomore Mike Lewis moved to 4-0 with a victory over Barton. The Lancers
clinched their 17th consecutive 20-win season this week with multiple
victories.

Continued on page 10

Sophs Caldwell, Gough Named Players of the Week
5l)phomore third base Libby
Gough (pictured left), who hit
.350 for the Longwood softball
team, and sophomore baseball
pitcher Robey Caldwcll (right),
have been named Domino's/
LmgNOOd College Women's and
Men's Players of the Week for
March 16-23. Player of the Week
is chosen by the Longwood
Sports Information Office and
sponsored by Domino's Pizza of
Farmville
Gough, who leads the
LnCM in nearly every offensive
category, bancd. 350 for the week
(7-20) with six runs scored and
five RBI. All five RBI came in
the second game of a doubleheader March 23 at Lccs-McRae
where Gough was 3-4 with a
three-run homer.
Longwood's young team
posted only a 3-8 record early in
dw season, but Gough and the

Lancers know they are building for
the future.
"I have tried to step up my

performance and become a team
leader," she said. "We are a really
close team that's trying to turn all our
hard work into a positive."
Forthe season, Gough
was batting .394 (13-33) with
a team-high four doubles and
eight RBI. In 51 defensive
chances at third base, she has
made only one error for a
fielding percentage of .980.
Gough is graduate of
Amelia County High School
A hard-throwing righthander. Caldwell had a pair
of outstanding pitching performances for the Lancer
baseball team. First he
pitched seven innings of shutout baseball as the Lancers
beat Hampden-Sydney 4-0
March 18. He struck out 10,
walked just one and allowed
three hits against the Tigers.
March 23, he entered a game

at Mount Olive in the sixth inning
with Longwood trailing 8-3.
Facing the 11th ranked team

in Division II, Caldwell stopped the
Trojans cold over the final three
frames. He whirled the first four batters he faced and gave up
only a pair of singles.
"When I came in
we were down," said
Caldwell. '1 had to throw
strikes and let our defense
make the plays and help
give us a chance to get
back in the game. I had
good control and was able
to throw strikes. It was by
far the best week I've
had."
For the week,
Robey pitched 10 innings,
allowing five hits, no runs,
walking one and striking
out 14. He was 1-0 overall with a 3.14 ERA, and
21 strikeouts in 14.1 innings.
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NEWS
Cloning Techonology Reaches Longwood
the clones grow. For example,
Melanie three is a lot smarter than
Melanie 93.
When news of this got to
/n a bizarre turn of events, Jarrett Haas, director of the
cloning has become a popu- NUDE hall, there was much relar thing around the joicing. Witnesses say that the
Longwood campus. Two stu- mild-mannered student was seen
dents, Deitra Nance and Melanie doing cartwheels on Wheeler
Barker, cloned 100 replicas of Lawn.
themselves who will all inhabit
"Just think, 100 naked
the NU.E hall.
women on the hall, I am in
"I figured that one of me heaven," Haas exclaimed.
was just not enough," Barker said
Deitra Nance, a sophoof her experiment, "I felt the more, admits that although the
world needed to be blessed with clones will not be perfect, they
my presence and what better way will be very useful.
to do it than with 100 of me."
"I am all over the school
Sources close to the experi- anyway and now I can literally be
ment say that the brain power of all over campus, but I am the only
the clones drops significantly as perfect Deitra," she said.
By MICHAEL YOUNG
The Macarena King

"This is a sad day when
people feel the need to clone
themselves," said senior Michael
Huey. "I mean, couldn't we have
some variety? One Deitra and one
Melanie was bad enough!"
"Are they all going to fit in
the office?" asked Michael
Young.

Could we see it coming?

Rotunda Advisor
Maimed in Freak
Flowbee Accident
By DEITRA NANCE
Queen of the Hard-Core

Upcoming Clonings:
4/5 ■ Michael Huey will clone 50
more Graphic Design majors
4/7 - Michael Young will clone
1000 more of himself, making the
world a scarier place to live.
4/9 - Jeff Dingeldein will clone
50 more nicotine-addicted clones.
"Maybe one of them will actually
stop smoking," he said.

wmmmM, hmn. MO
P

Bob Dubrueler presents the first annual nude Gelatin
Wrestling with washed up has been Mr. T
I amil\ fun for everyone.

/eff Dingeldein, Ro
tunda advisor and jour
nalism instructor at
Longwood, was maimed during a routine flowbee hair
cut this past week.
While
using
the
flowbee (an automatic haircuting device that hooks up
to a vacuum cleaner),
Dingeldein's entire head was
sucked into the contraption
causing massive injuries to
the hair follicles and eyebrows.
At the scene of the incident, police found a bald,
eyebrowless Dingeldein lying on the floor in what appeared to be a home-made
quilt made from nicotine
patches. Several students
claimed that Dingeldein was
trying to quit smoking and
must have "lost it."
One annonymous stu-

dent (who begged to remain
nameless due to extreme fear
of Dingeldein) said, "He just
started shaking in class and
screaming, T need a cigarette!'. Then he snatched an
entire carton of cigarettes
from his briefcase, lit the
bottom of the carton, and
smoked the whole thing! I
was pretty scared."
While at the hospital,
doctors discovered that due
to the amount of nicotine in
his body, Dingeldein is virtually a human cigarette.
Several talk shows arc now
interested
in
having
Dingeldein appear on their
shows and demonstrate his
amazing flowbee and smoking techniques.
Dingeldein is now recovering at home under the
care of doctors. All classes
will be cancelled until he
"kicks the habit."

Clothes-Free Dorm
to Open Up in Hiner
by Melanie Barker,
6th Member of the Spiee Girls
/arrett Haas, a senior at
Longwood, has announced
that with the opening of
Hincr, the new dormitory, will
also come the opening of the
NUDE Hall.
"It seemed like everyone
was getting their own hall. We
felt that this was our way to express ourselves and our freedom,"
said Haas. "It's our God-given
right to be flocking around nude."
M.,SD.O.«

ragout to p«K*>M Booc*ono.6.r«pe™o.io.»««)g.»«wo(M.T «d • no) uo» to. pmona ■**,

Haas anticipates many hall
programs like under water baskel
weaving, nude ballroom dancing,
nude step MTObics, and nude
iwister.
"We have many exciting
new programs planned, as well as
a I'ants-Down Day for the entire
campus to celebrate the beauty of
the naked body." said Haas
With the Deitra Nance and
Melanie Barker clones expressing
interest in residing on the NUDIHall, space is limited. Perspective residents should contact
Jarrett Haas for more information.
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Upsilon Sigma Taunts Having
Effect on Students and Others
By SKATER BETTY
Fin starter, twisted Firtstarter

ru can tell that Spring is
in the air with the arrival
of budding trees, functioning fountains, and the
harrassing calls from the Upsilon
Sigma sorority, who perch on the
bench above the President's Wall
outside of the Cunninghams during the peak dinner hour.
For the remaining weeks of
the semester, students must cope
with the humiliating and degrading shouts from Upsilon Sigma,
who sit God-like over the sidewalk. Once these sorority girls

have been spotted, dread-filled
"Oh nos" and "Let's go the other
way because they're going to say
something about the way I look"
can be heard as students flock to
the other side of Pine Street.
Crossing the street, however, does not guarantee one
safety from the Upsilon Sigma
cries. Numerous construction
workers, who are currently working on Hiner, have been forced to
leave their jobs because of the
emotional damage suffered from
Upsilon Sigma's shouts.
"They continue to make
comments about my my derriere," muttered Frijole Jones,
who has been working at the

Hiner site for three weeks. "I
don't know how much more I can
take. How can they do such
things? I feel so violated."
We all feel the need to release stress through juvenile antics. I do it, my friends do it, and
if Upsilon Sigma feels the need
to do it among themselves, then
that is fine. However, their actions became tasteless when they
force students to change their
routes to the dining hall.
"They're the epitome of the
stereotypical, obnoxious, callous
sorority. It's sickening to see that,
especially when they represent
Longwood," said Michael Young,
editor of The Rotunda.

Creative Corner:

Deitra's Random Thoughts
by Deitra Nance,
La Rotunda Muse of Poetry

Which I don't like.
Burp-echos into the night.

GRAPHIC MAN
Late Night At The Office
graphic thoughts
Melanie surfs on an internet sea
i shut my eyes
Waves of information flood her
cannot watch you design
brain
Rotunda pages, man
She drowns.
GRAPHIC MAN
Mikee spazes, dancing around the
fuzzy hair, different colors
room,
smile takes up your entire head
Too much graphic design makes
graphic teeth
him cry
GRAPHIC MAN
Big tears on tatoos.
layout the pages
Mike types on the computer
get no sleep
Sports stories penetrate his mind
your life is the Rotunda now
A baseball hits his head,
Jennifer brings lunch
No more thoughts.
to GRAPHIC MAN
I sit
at the duplicating office
Writing random thoughts
where clones are made
Drinking Coke
of people

I am not a number
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